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We have a lot of code and our 
understanding of it is limited
So I used a php parser to extract information on 
our codebase and pushed them into a postgresql 
database.





Examples of usecases



Unused private method ordered by 
size descending 



Once-called soft deprecated 
methods 

select concat(called_class_name, '::', called_method_name) as called
from calls
where
concat(called_class_name, '::', called_method_name)
 in (select concat(class_name, '::', method_name) from methods where 
info->>'soft_deprecated' like '1.%')
group by called_class_name, called_method_name
having count(*) = 1;





Once-called private method 
ordered by size ascending 

select class_name, method_name, info->>'body_size' as size
from methods
where
   info->>'visibility' = 'private' and
   concat(class_name, '::', method_name) in (select concat(called_class_name, '::', 
called_method_name) from calls group by called_class_name, called_method_name having 
count(*) = 1)
order by cast(info->>'body_size' as int8) asc
limit 25;





Direct cyclic dependencies 
between two classes

select
  c1.caller_class_name,
  c1.called_class_name
from calls c1 join calls c2 on c1.called_class_name = c2.caller_class_name
where
  c1.caller_class_name = c2.called_class_name and
  c1.caller_class_name != c1.called_class_name
group by c1.caller_class_name, c1.called_class_name;





Calls to functions that have been 
soft-deprecated in 1.2x

select concat(caller_class_name, '::', caller_method_name) as caller, concat(called_class_name, '::', called_method_name) 
as called
from calls
where concat(called_class_name, '::', called_method_name)
 in (select concat(class_name, '::', method_name) from methods where info->>'soft_deprecated' like '1.2%');





Calls to Database::select()

select concat(caller_class_name, '::', caller_method_name) as caller
from calls
where called_class_name = 'Wikimedia\Rdbms\IReadableDatabase' and called_method_name = 'select';





Dependencies between first level 
namespaces of MediaWiki

select
  concat('MediaWiki\', SPLIT_PART(caller_class_name, '\', 2)) caller_ns,
  concat('MediaWiki\', SPLIT_PART(called_class_name, '\', 2)) called_ns
from calls
where
  caller_class_name like 'MediaWiki\\%\\%' and
  called_class_name like 'MediaWiki\\%\\%' and
  concat('MediaWiki\', SPLIT_PART(caller_class_name, '\', 2)) != concat('MediaWiki\', 
SPLIT_PART(called_class_name, '\', 2))
group by caller_ns, called_ns;







Most implemented hooks-ish

select method_name, count(*)
from methods
where method_name like 'on%'
group by method_name
order by count(*) desc
limit 20;



Bonus: Methods that take a lot of 
parameters

select class_name, method_name, json_array_length((info->>'parameters')::json) as 
num_params
from methods
where info->>'parameters' != ''
order by num_params desc
limit 20;





Future?



What to do next?
● Polish the code
● Make the update more robust
● Provide a webservice so people can query it

○ But if you need the database right now, I can 
provide the dump

● Handle edge cases


